Finally! New Cultivars Bred To Meet the Needs of the Superintendent and the Golfer!

At Seed Research, we listen to your needs. You've been wanting a bentgrass that's tough, looks great, and is easy to maintain... but one that's also fine-textured, with good putting green quality. And available.

So when the bentgrass shortage became apparent in 1983, we acted quickly and acquired parental germplasm from two of the finest bentgrass collections in the country—the University of Rhode Island and the University of Arizona. From those collections, we developed two exciting new creeping bentgrass cultivars, Providence (SR 1019) and SR 1020.

Evaluation on golf courses and at universities has shown that both of these bents produce the kind of turf you demand: dark green, aggressive, competitive, easy to manage, good disease resistance, good stress tolerance, and compatible with existing bents for overseeding.

And, for real golfers like Peter Trenham, SR 1020 has proven it provides everything desired in a putting green bent: fine texture, uniform surface, and most importantly, an absence of grain, so the ball holds the line for true putting accuracy.

SR 1020 is already in production, and excellent quantities of certified seed are available. Providence will be available in August of 1989. With either of our exclusive new bentgrasses, you can look forward to a good-looking grass that will give you the performance you demand and the putting green quality your golfers prefer!